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This is an important and timely topic since there 

have recently been numerous flybys of Earth-
crossing and main belt asteroids, the just completed 
Near-Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) Mission, 
and the imminent launch of the Muses-C spacecraft 
which plans to return the first sample from an aster-
oid. Despite these new observations, our understand-
ing of cratering processes on such small bodies is at a 
very rudimentary stage. As an example, just a few 
years ago it was common knowledge that such small 
bodies, with their attendant low-gravities, would not 
be able to collect a regolith. The fact that all asteroids 
observed to date (down to ~10 km in diameter) have 
regoliths has been sobering.  

There were three talks at this session, and the 
first was an invited talk given by Clark Chapman on 
the general topic of impact cratering on small bodies 
(asteroids, really), with an emphasis on results from 
the recently completed NEAR mission to asteroid 
Eros. Clark made the point that our expectation for 
asteroids were based initially on lab experiments and 
observations of the cratering process on planets, with 
everything having to be scaled to small bodies with 
very low gravity, unknown internal structure and 
composition, variable spin rates, and fairly uncertain 
surface material characteristics. While early thinking 
was that small bodies could not support a regolith, it 
appears that all asteroids we have observed from 
spacecraft have substantial regoliths. The question 
now is whether all asteroids have regoliths, and if not 
what the lower size limit may be for regolith devel-
opment. The best characterized asteroids appear to 
carry impact records that are quite distinct from that 
of, say, the Moon. Mathilde sports impact craters 
much too large for its diameter, suggesting great in-
ternal porosity. Eros is lacking the smaller impact 
features ubiquitous on the Moon, and discussion now 
centers on the reason for this difference, with most 

workers believing that the smallest impact features 
are erased as impacts shake the entire asteroid. Eros 
also has several surface features hinting at great in-
ternal porosity, or large open cavities. Asteroids do 
appear to largely be rubble piles (at least based on 
our initial spacecraft observations), with important 
consequences for impact processes.  

Erik Asphaug also summarized the current situa-
tion for impact processes on asteroids and comets (to 
a lesser degree), seconding and amplifying many of 
Chapman’s observations. Eric is pessimistic about 
attempts to scale lab results for uniform, unbrecciated 
meteorites or terrestrial rocks to explain asteroids and 
comets, which he also believes to largely be rubble 
piles. He also made the point that regolith cohesive 
forces behave quite counter intuitively on bodies with 
very low gravity, a fact that hinders our understand-
ing of the behavior of small grains during impacts. 
Finally, Eric discussed recent advances in modeling 
codes that show some promise of better reproducing 
impact processes on asteroids and comets, but cau-
tioned that progress here will be probably be rather 
slow. 

Naomi Onose described results of laboratory 
simulations of oblique impacts into gypsum, carried 
out by Akira Fujiwara’s group at the Institute of 
Space and Astronautical Sciences (ISAS). The ISAS 
experiments were carried out as part of preparations 
for the Japanese Muses-C Mission. This mission, 
scheduled to launch in May of 2003, will attempt to 
rendezvous with the very small (0.5 km diameter) 
near-Earth asteroid 1998 SF36 (which will probably 
be renamed soon), and perform 1-3 touch and go ma-
neuvers during which samples of asteroid regolith 
will be collected for return to earth. If successful this 
would be the first of many such missions planned by 
Japanese space scientists. 

 


